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The Individual Is Sovereign! 
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ach  individual is the 

sole owner of his or 

her life, and of the 

fruits of  his or her   

effort. 

 

n individual may not 

initiate the use of force 

or fraud against 

another,  but may 

strongly resist the use 

of force. 
 

Implications 

 
Freedom of speech, association, 

contract and movement. 

Recognition of  the supreme 

rights of the individual. 

Respect for property rights. 

Love for life, liberty and the 

pursuit of happiness. 

Limits  on the  powers  of  groups,      

governments and gangsters. 

Duties are subject to the consent of  the 

individual concerned. 

Rights to resist force, theft ,               

enslavement 
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Editorial  
By  

Trevor Watkins 

W 
elcome to the 16th Edition of 

the Individualist (produced by 

the Libertarian Society), in 

this year of our 16th Spring 

Seminar.  I often like to reflect that this small 

association has outlasted some great enemies; 

communism, apartheid, the Secret Police and 

the CCB.  In another 16 years, I believe we 

will have outlasted the nation-state as well. 

As a new reader, you may well be wondering 

why this issue of The Individualist has shown 

up in your mailbox.  The Libertarian Society 

distributes this journal free to about 400 

“lucky” recipients each issue, as a means of 

publicising our existence.  I have made a 

special effort this issue to pick new recipients 

pulled from personal address lists,  sister 

organisations, and any other available address 

source.  If you like what you read and would 

like to stay on the address list, please respond  

in some way using the reply paid envelope, 

even if you don’t wish to shell out the R50 

for an annual subscription just yet. 

Paid subscribers will have noted that this is 

our 4th issue in volume 22, bringing to an 

end this subscription cycle.  Invoices for the 

volume 23 subscription cycle are included 

with this issue. 

The management of the Libertarian Society 

and the production of the Individualist has 

devolved back to Trevor Watkins alone, after 

having been shared for a good while with 

Gail Day and Charl Heydenrych.  Gail and 

Charl moved from our mini Libertaria at 

Amagi Ranch to a lovely house in Houghton, 

where Charl works for Febdev.  Many thanks 

to them both for the encouragement and 

effort they brought to the society during 1999 

and 2000. 

Libertarians have been quite active in 2000. 

We have just completed a very successful 

16th Seminar in the Drakensberg, reported on 

in this issue.  A highly controversial debate 

on the link between HIV and AIDS was 

conducted jointly with the SA Liberal 

Students Association (SALSA) at Rand 

Afrikaans University in August. A useful 

meeting with the SALSA executive was held 

at the FMF offices in July, leading to several 

initiatives. 

In March 12 intrepid Libertarians set off 

down the Otter Trail together. Despite some 

bad weather and flooded rivers, most made it 

to the end of a highly enjoyable, if 

challenging, experience. 

Garth Zietsman rattled some cages with his 

talk on the Bell Curve in late February. 

Gauteng Libertarians meet every first 

Wednesday of each month at the Chambery 

Hotel in Randburg for a few drinks and a lot 

of debate. We now have a regular group of 12 

or 15 getting together, and would welcome 

more. 

Libsoc started using the Egroups facility on 

the Internet to communicate with members 

via email. This has proved very successful, 

and we now have 80 emailable members. If 

you would like to review past 

communications from Libsoc, visit <http://

www.egroups.com/group/libsoc>. If you 

would like to become involved in regular 

e m a i l  d e b a t e s ,  v i s i t  <http://

www.egroups.com/group/reasacad>.  

The Libsoc library is up and running with 

about 250 books and video tapes.. See the 

advert in this issue for details on its use. 

The next Libsoc function is on 21st February 

2001 at the Rivonia Sports Club.  I will be 

repeating a presentation made at the Spring 

Seminar on the fundamentals of 

Libertarianism, aimed primarily at new 

members or potential members. See the full 

page advert in this issue for further details. 

I hope you enjoy this issue of our journal. 

Best wishes to you all for the Festive Season, 

and have a great REAL millenium 

celebration! 
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c) Only a couple of hundred people who 

would call themselves libertarians -- at most.  

d) The Federal Party obtained 20,000 votes in 

the 1994 election. One would presume that 

there were at least that many people 

interested in the Libertarian principles. 

However we are not an evangelistic lot so on 

the surface it would seem to be small - 

mainly centred around the cities of Pretoria/

Johannesburg and Cape Town where there is 

more influence. 

 

Do you have any Libertarians in 

Government ?  
a) THE DP SEEMS TO HAVE SOME 

LIBERTARIANS OR LIBERTARIAN 

LEANING PEOPLE IN TOP POSITIONS 

b) Not declared; and (undeclared) almost 

certainly not yet  

c) The DP has some libertarians in its ranks - 

they don't come into the open but are quite 

influential re policy. Tony Leon is close to 

libertarian in much of his thinking. 

d) No. 

 

What influence does Libertarianism 

have on the SA Government?  
a) ALMOST NONE 

b) A lot - official opposition DP now openly 

neo-liberal, with many libertarian positions  

c) Not much. Perhaps some of the ANC 

intelligentsia take some note -- but in general 

they consider interventionism necessary and 

desirable to "uplift the masses".  

d) The Freemarket Foundation do influence 

government official, but keep a low profile.  

 

 

 

I 
f you were asked the following 

questions at a Libertarian World 

Conference,  what would be your 

reply to, any or all, of these 

questions - off the top of your head, no 

deep thinking ?  

Four different respondents give their 

views:  
 

What is the Libertarian situation 

like in South Africa ?  
a) NOT PARTICULARLY GOOD. THERE 

ARE ALMOST NO ACTIVISTS AND FEW 

W H O  R E A L L Y  U N D E R S T A N D 

LIBERTARIAN THEORY. THE ONES WE 

DO HAVE ARE WILLING TO PROMOTE 

FREE MARKETS BUT GENERALLY 

REMAIN SILENT ABOUT CIVIL 

LIBERTIES. 

b) Small growing classical-liberal group of 

influential players plus Fertile ground among 

millions of non-intellectual individualists 

(B&W) who see decades of government 

failure.  

c) The movement is small, but the ideas are 

reasonably well net-worked amongst opinion-

makers.  

d) There is great potential. However as the 

TV and Radio are state controlled the 

Libertarian ideas are smothered 

 

Approx.. how big is Libertarianism in 

SA ?  
a) VERY SMALL BY ANY STANDARD  

b) Perhaps fewer than thousands would call 

themselves either libertarians or classical 

liberals or neo-liberals (as opposed to left-

liberals), but all centrist parties are moving in 

our direction  

Libertarians in 

South Africa 
A snap survey of opinions 

 

 

 

Provided by 

Janette 

Eldridge 
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What sector of Government is most 

influenced by Libertarianism ?  
a) NONE THAT I CAN SEE. 

b) Maybe finance and trade&industry. 

c) The Dept of Transportation under Mac 

Maharaj with khetso Gordhan as DG -(Ketso 

is now city manager for JHB) has undergone 

the most far reaching oursourcing and 

privatisation by far. 

d) Finance and Commerce (through Free 

Market Foundation)  

 

Where do you see the country 

heading 

politically? 
a) PROBABLY STABLE TO SOME 

DEGREE DUE TO ANC TOTAL 

CONTROL OF MOST OF THE 

POPULATION. MEASURES GRABBING 

POWER WILL CONTINUE TO BE 

PROPOSED AND PASSED AND OVER 

TIME MORE AND MORE POWER WILL 

BE CONSOLIDATED. 

b) mixed economy, gradually more 

Thatcherite, driven largely by need 

c) Authoritarian but reasonably pro-market -- 

growing restrictions on civil liberties, but 

growing economic freedom.  

d) Due to tribal upbringing, the masses are 

quiet willing to accept authority 

unquestioningly. The Unions have a little 

influence but not enough to cause any major 

upheavals.  

 

Where do you see the country 

heading financially? 
a) ENVISION A BOY WITH A YO-YO 

GOING DOWN THE STAIRS. IF THE YO-

YO IS OUR FINANCIAL STATE THAT 

WILL GRAPHICALLY SHOW IT. IT WILL 

BE UP AND DOWN BUT THE LONG 

TERM TREND WILL BE DOWN  

b) sounder by the month  

c) Slow growth as economy slowly freed.  

d) Stabilising on a low for the moment.  

 

Where do you see the country 

heading socially? 
a) CONTINUED EMPHASIS OF RACE BY 

THE ANC TO SCAPEGOATE WHITES 

FOR ANC FAILURES. MORE AND MORE 

WHITES WILL LEAVE. THOSE THAT 

STAY WILL LIVE IN MORE FORT-LIKE 

ENCLAVES TO SURVIVE  

b) Wrestling forever with multi-ethnic issues  

c) Increasing racial division, whites withdraw 

from public life and concentrate on making 

money or emigrate  

d) The more political figures talks of Black 

and White as separate sets of people (which 

is often) the longer divide will remain.  

 

Do you think President Mbeki will 

be able to keep the country together? 
a) HE HAS CO-OPTED THE IFP 

ALREADY. ON A WHOLE HE 

COMMANDS THE LOYALTY OF MOST 

BLACKS. HE IS DRIVING OUT WHITES 

SO THEIR VOICE WILL BECOME LESS 

AND LESS. 

b) yes  

c) yes 

d) He has no major obstacle. South Africa is 

almost a one party state.  

 

Do you think President Mbeki will 

be able to keep the country 

prosperous ? 
a) NO  

b) yes - well, cure stagnation and usher in 

good growth. 

c) Is it prosperous? I think it'll grow slowly  

d) Yes, if he does cut down on government 

spending and clean up corruption - but it is a 

waiting game.  

 

Do you think President Mbeki willbe 

able to follow in the footsteps of 

Nelson Mandela ?  
a) EVEN IF HE COULD WOULD THIS BE 

A GOOD THING? MANDELA OFFERED 

A CLOAK BEHIND WHICH ANC 

AUTHORITARIANISM COULD HIDE. ITS 

GOOD HE'S GONE. NOW MAYBE THE 

WORLD MEDIA WILL PAY ATTENTION 

SINCE THEY WON'T HAVE TO 

CRITICIZE THE GOD THEY HELPED 

CREATE. 
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b) hope he doesn't want to be so daft  

c) he won't try  

d) He has been running the country from 

behind the scene for the last three years. 

Mandela has only been a figure head. 

Therefore he has no need to try.  

 

We so admire Nelson Mandela - are 

you sorry to see him step down as 

President ?  
a) WHO IS THE WE IN THIS QUESTION? 

(Ed: I meant this to be a foreigner saying it 

to a person from SA)  
b) no, nice guy, great oil-on-troubled-waters, 

but lousy economics, wasted term  

c) No, I think we're better off not relying on 

his charisma to solve all our problems.  

d) No. In the end he was more of an 

International hero than a South African hero.  

 

Putting yourself in the shoes of a 

Libertarian who has never visited 

South Africa what would you ask 

about this country?  
a) THE QUESTION I HEAR MOST OFTEN 

IS "WHY ARE YOU STILL THERE?" 

b) what's taking so long (all the right 

nostrums are known by now)? doesn't anyone 

in government realise that catch-up needs fast 

abolitionist effort  

Sir:  

Defined properly, capitalism is a social 

system based on the recognition of individual 

rights, including property rights, in which all 

property is privately owned. This entails the 

banishment of physical force from human 

relationships since force is the only way to 

violate rights. The government's only role is 

to act as the agent of a man's right to self-

defence, and it may use force only in 

retaliation and only against those who initiate 

its use.  

The moral justification of capitalism is not 

that it is the best way to achieve 'the common 

good', as the marketers claim. Capitalism's 

moral justification is that it is the only system 

consonant with man's rational nature, that it 

protects man's survival qua man and that its 

ruling principle is justice.  

If that is not a great cause and one that forms 

the basis of civilisation, I don't know what is. 

  

Henry Afton The Capitalist party London W2  

Capitalism 
From a letter to The Spectator 

on 9th September 2000 

By  

Henry 

Afton 

Pythagorean theorem: 24 words. 

 

The Lord's prayer: 66 words. 

 

Archimedes' Principle: 67 words. 

 

The 10 Commandments: 179 

words. 

 

The Gettysburg address: 286 

words. 

 

The Declaration of Independence: 

1,300 words. 

 

U.S. Government regulations on the 

sale of cabbage:   26,911 words. 

 

...and that says it all... 

The most fundamental fact 

about the ideas of the 

political left is that they do 

not work. Therefore we 

should not be surprised to 

find the left concentrated in 

institutions where ideas do 

not have to work in order to 

survive.  

-- Thomas Sowell 
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I 
n 1929, the Soviet Union established gun 

control.  From 1929 to 1953,approximately 

20 million dissidents, unable to defend 

themselves, were rounded up and 

exterminated. 

In 1911, Turkey established gun control.  From 

1915-1917, 1.5 million Armenians, unable to 

defend themselves, were rounded up and 

exterminated. 

Germany established gun control in 1938. From 

1939 to 1945, 13 million Jews, gypsies, 

homosexuals, the mentally ill, and others, who 

were unable to defend themselves, were rounded 

up and exterminated. 

China established gun control in 1935.  From 

1948 to 1952, 20 million political dissidents, 

unable to defend themselves, were rounded up 

and exterminated. 

Guatemala established gun control in 1964.  From 

1964 to 1981, 100 000 Mayan Indians, unable to 

defend themselves, were rounded up and 

exterminated. 

Uganda established gun control in 1970.  From 

1971 to 1979, 300 000 Christians, unable to 

defend themselves, were rounded up and 

exterminated. 

Cambodia established gun control in 1956.  From 

1975 to 1977, one million "educated" people, 

unable to defend themselves, were rounded up 

and exterminated. 

That places total victims who could not defend 

themselves against genocide because of gun 

control at approximately 56 million in the last 

century. 

Since we should learn from the mistakes of 

history, the next time someone talks in favour of 

gun control, find out which group of citizens they 

wish to have exterminated. 

Gun Control 
Posted on Reason Academy 

website  
www.egroups.com/group/reasacad/ 

By  

Christo 

Kellerman 
My enemy is not the man who 

wrongs me, but the man who 

means to wrong me.  

Democritus 

Shootout at 

the Rock 
By  

Trevor 

Watkins 

T 
he Rock pub at the Randburg 

Waterfront was started by a young 

black entrepreneur whom Neil 

Emerick met through a lady called 

Lidia at his work. Through them he also 

recently met a whole host of Buppies who are 

a superb bunch, who could be called the 

emerging new black middle-class.  

Neil has been espousing the benefits of the 

free-market to them and paraphrasing Temba 

Nolutshungu’s feelings on Affirmative 

Action and has been met with some 

interesting looks. They have been running 

with the old chestnuts of 'correcting old 

imbalances', but they don't seem convinced of 

their own arguments. 

Lidia and Neil thought it would be a great 

idea if we got her friends together with a 

bunch of  Libertarian regulars and had an 

intellectual shoot-off in this pub. Nothing 

formal, just a serious set of healthy, 

intellectual discussions about all these issues.  

So it came to pass that about a dozen 

Libertarians met with about a dozen Buppies 

one recent Wednesday night for dinner and 

discussion at the Rock.  Opening positions 

were staked out in short, informal 

presentations.  Neil called for a vote on the 

need for affirmative action. The Buppies 

voted unanimously in favour of AA, whereas 

the Libbies were more divided, mostly voting 

against it.  However, the Libbies got some 

measure of the high intellectual quality of the 

opposition when a reference to a quotation of 

John Stuart Mill was corrected. 

An absolutely fascinating exchange of views 

was followed by excited discussion in smaller 

groups, ending belatedly in a T-bone steak 

dinner. If you were’nt there, you missed 

something. We are hoping to organise 

another get-together early in the new 

millennium. 
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T 
he proposal that AIDS is caused by 

a unique, infectious retrovirus 

requires proof for the existence of 

such a retrovirus. Since the 

announcement of the discovery of certain 

laboratory phenomena claimed as proof of 

the existence of HIV we have critically 

analysed the data and have always 

maintained that no such proof exists [1-11]. 

A virus is a microscopic particle of particular 

size and shape (morphology) which contains 

particular constituents (biochemical 

properties) and which is able to replicate only 

at the behest of living protoplasm, that is, a 

virus is an obligatory intracellular parasite. 

Replication of a virus-like particle is the 

property which defines the particle as being 

infectious, that is, virus-like particle + 

replication = virus. 

These defining data determine that the only 

way to prove the existence of a novel (new) 

virus is to 

(i) isolate viral-like particles, that is, first 

obtain the particles separate from everything 

else; 

(ii) determine their morphological 

characteristics; 

(iii) analyse their constituents (nucleic acid 

and proteins) demonstrating that such 

properties are those of retroviruses and are 

unique; 

(iv) prove that the particles are infectious, 

that is, when pure particles are introduced 

into non-infected cell cultures, new but 

identical particles appear. 

Only then can the viral-like particles be 

deemed to a virus. In the case of retroviruses, 

the steps in this procedure were developed 

over the half century that preceded the AIDS 

era and are described in Toplin and Sinoussi. 

[12,13]. These steps are: 

1. Culture of putatively infected cells 

demonstrating that such cultures contain 

retroviral-like particles, that is, particles 

virtually spherical in shape with a diameter of 

100-120nM and with "condensed inner 

bodies (cores)" and     surfaces "studded with 

projections (knobs)" [14]. 

2. Purification of a sample by 

ultracentrifugation through a sucrose density 

gradient. A test tube containing a solution of 

sucrose, ordinary table sugar, is prepared 

light at the top but gradually becoming 

heavier towards the bottom. A drop of 

supernatant (decanted) cell culture fluid is 

gently placed on top of the sucrose column 

and the test-tube is centrifuged for several 

hours at extremely high speeds. This 

generates tremendous forces forcing any 

particles present through the sugar solution 

until they reach a point where their buoyancy 

prevents further penetration. For retroviral 

particles this occurs where the density of the 

sucrose solution reaches 1.16 gm/ml. At this 

the point the particles concentrate or, to use 

A CRITIQUE OF THE EVIDENCE  

FOR THE ISOLATION OF HIV 

A SUMMARY OF THE VIEWS OF 
ELENI PAPADOPULOS-ELEOPULOS 

ET. AL. 

Department of Medical Physics, Royal Perth 

Hospital, Perth, Western Australia 

August 1997 

The HIV/Aids controversy has raged 

within SA and within the Libertarian 

Society in recent months. This slightly 

dated but scholarly article is reprinted 

here for the benefit of readers who 

have not been exposed to questions 

surrounding this debate.  

...have always maintained that 
no such proof exists  
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virological terminology, this is where the 

particles band. The 1.1 band is then 

selectively extracted for further analysis. 

3. Using the electron microscope (EM), 

photograph the 1.16 band proving there are 

particles of the correct morphology and no 

other material. 

4. Disrupt and analyse the constituents of 

such particles. 

5. Introduce pure particles into a virgin 

culture and, by repeating the above steps, 

prove that identical particles are produced. 

To date, many electron micrographs of 

particles claimed to be retrovirus-like have 

been published. However, not one of these 

micrographs demonstrates particles satisfying 

both main morphological features of 

retroviral particles, that is, a diameter of 100-

120nM and a surface studded with knobs. 

(HIV researchers are unanimous that the 

knobs contain a protein, gp120, which is 

essential for the first step in infection and 

replication, that is, for the particle to fuse 

with the membrane of an uninfected cell in 

order that the HIV particle with its "HIV 

RNA" gains access to the interior of the cell 

[15]. 

To prove the existence of HIV, both 

Montagnier's group in 1983 and Gallo's 

group in 1984 banded supernatant in sucrose 

density gradients. However, until March 

1997, for unknown reasons, neither these 

groups nor anyone else had ever published an 

electron micrograph of the banded (purified) 

material to show which if any of the many 

different variety of particles seen in gross cell 

cultures [20] are present at 1.16 gm/ml. 

Indeed, until March 1997 it was not possible 

to know whether any structured material 

whatsoever was present at the density which 

defines retroviral particles. Nonetheless, from 

the time of the Montagnier and Gallo studies 

[16,17], the material from culture 

supernatants banding at 1.16 gm/ml has been 

regarded as pure HIV particles. 

Acting on this premise, the proteins which 

are present in this band and which react with 

antibodies present in the sera of AIDS 

patients are claimed to be the HIV proteins 

and the antibodies reacting with such proteins 

the HIV antibodies. 

Similarly, a particular portion of the RNA 

banding at 1.16 gm/ml is claimed to be the 

HIV genome. All these conclusions were 

drawn without ever proving that the proteins 

and RNA are structural elements of a particle, 

viral-like, retroviral-like or any other particle 

of any other kind, that is, without any 

scientific basis. 

New Data 

This March, two papers [18,19] were 

published with electron micrographs of 

sucrose density gradient banded material. In 

one of these papers the authors confirmed 

that: "Virus to be used for biochemical and 

serological [using "viral" proteins to test for 

antibodies in patients] analyses or as an 

immunogen [to produce antibodies in animals 

and test patients for "viral" proteins] is 

frequently prepared by centrifugation through 

sucrose density gradients. 

The fractions containing viral antigen 

[proteins] and/or infectivity are considered to 

contain a population of relatively pure viral 

particles  [19] (italics ours). 

However, to the contrary, the data in these 

papers support our claim that the existence of 

HIV is unproven: 

1. The authors of both papers concede that 

the particles which are present in the banded 

material and which are said to be HIV 

represent only a very small fraction of the 

total material. Gelderblom et al. state that the 

material contains "an excess of [cellular] 

vesicles with a size range 50-500nm, as 

opposed to a minor population of virus 

particles...cellular vesicles appear...to be a 

major contaminant of HIV preparations 

enriched by sucrose gradient centrifugation". 

the data in these papers 
support our claim that the 

existence of HIV is unproven 
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2. For the small number of particles 

deemed to be "HIV" no evidence is given that 

they are even a retrovirus-like particle. 

Indeed, to the contrary: 

3. the particles do not appear to have 

surface spikes (knobs), although the 

possibility that such projections may be 

present cannot be excluded. (However, in 

other papers published by many researchers 

including Gelderblom and his associates such 

projections are noted to be absent [14,20]; 

4. the particles referred to as "HIV" are 

not spherical and have diameters exceeding 

100-120 nM. In the EM in Gluschankof et al. 

[19] there are arrows pointing to five "HIV" 

particles devoid of surface projections whose 

dimensions are 121 X 145; 121 X 169; 121 X 

145, 121 X 145 and 133 X 145 nM 

respectively. In Bess et al. [18] there are a 

total of six "HIV particles" also devoid of 

surface projections whose dimensions are 160 

X 240; 200 X 240; 280 X 280; 208 X 250; 

167 X 250 and 250 X 292 and nM 

respectively. 

Thus, by definition, the particles cannot be 

retroviral-like particles and even less, a 

unique retrovirus, HIV. Furthermore, the 

particles noted by Gluschankof et al. and 

Bess et al. cannot be the same particle. 

Indeed, the method adopted by all HIV 

researchers for proving the existence of HIV, 

that is, excluding proof based on purification 

of particles with retroviral morphology 

shown capable of faithful replication but 

rather by detection of antibody/protein 

reactions, does not satisfy any scientific 

principle and defies common sense. 
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Sorry this isn't shorter 

but I ran out of time. 

- Fermi    
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couldn’t legalize drugs, repeal the income 

tax, stop foreign intervention, end gun control 

or deregulate the economy.  In fact  local 

governments tend to be far more limited in 

their scope because they are local.  If 

Colorado Springs voted to repeal the income 

tax the IRS would ignore the vote and still 

send in their agents to confiscate property. 

State and federal judges would simply 

overturn the local decision and things would 

continue on as before. 

These points reveal two conflicting problems. 

First, for a Libertopia to be successful it must 

be small enough that a tiny number of 

libertarians could easily effect change. It is 

not likely that we are going to get several 

million libertarians to move to Colorado so 

that we change the state by overwhelmingly 

out-voting the rest of the population.  Of 

course libertarians are disproportionately 

influential so one outspoken libertarian can 

sway quite a few  people. Nevertheless we 

still  need to have enough of us to change 

policy.  The location for Libertopia must also 

be sovereign.  A larger branch of government 

must not be able to come in and over-ride the 

local policies or be able to ignore them.  A 

libertarian city is ignored by a non-libertarian 

state and even if we changed the state of 

Colorado we would still have to contend with 

the federal government.  That puts us back to 

square one again. 

These problems are one of the reasons that 

the Laissez Faire City concept was proposed. 

This solution is one way of trying to deal 

with unpleasant governments. But we don’t 

live in cyberspace. We live in a real world 

with real policies in real houses. We have real 

jobs and we pay real taxes.  To a certain 

degree the cyberspace alternative undermines 

governments but it doesn’t abolish them.  

Whether or not it will do so in the future still 

remains to be seen, although there is a lot to 

say in favor of the ideas floated in James 

Davidson’s The Sovereign Individual.  But 

what do we do in the meantime? The nation-

E 
ver since Ayn Rand wrote Atlas 

Shrugged libertarians have 

dreamed of their own Galt’s 

Gulch, some libertarian Atlantis 

where freedom is the ruling paradigm. And 

over the years several attempts have been 

made, some serious, some not, to achieve this 

goal. And these have generally been 

unsuccessful for several reasons. 

In California some libertarians suggested that 

everyone move to some tiny county like 

Alpine county. A hundred libertarians in a 

population of just a few hundred will make a 

big difference. The problem is that virtually 

no one wanted to live in such a rural area. 

Libertarians, like everyone else, live in a real 

world. That means they need jobs to earn a 

living. They want access to universities, 

libraries, bookstores, theaters (live and film).  

They want to be able to purchase the latest 

computer software and they want lots of 

choices. They don’t want to live in a town 

where there is one restaurant, one grocery 

store and no doctor. 

There was another attempt to persuade 

libertarians to move to Colorado Springs in 

Colorado.  The organizers felt that the city 

had a libertarian temperament and that a few 

hundred libertarians could make a big 

difference.  And for all practical purposes the 

theory is correct. The problem with this type 

of Libertopia is that a city is only a subset of 

other, larger political domains.  Even if 

Colorado Springs went strongly libertarian 

what difference would this make? 

Most transgressions of individual rights are 

not done by local communities. In the United 

States the main culprits are the state and 

federal governments. And Colorado Springs 

would still be a part of Colorado and the 

United States. A libertarian city council still 

The Search for Libertopia By  

Jim Peron 

...these have generally been 
unsuccessful for several 

reasons 
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state may be doomed in the long-run but in 

the long-run we’re all dead.  

I want to see a Libertopia in my life-time. 

While it would be nice knowing that some 

day a fully free society could happen I would 

prefer to see it happen soon than just dream 

about it.  I want a real place where I’m 

allowed to flourish. I want to be able to walk 

down the street and go into restaurants. I 

want to have a small house with my library, 

cats and lots of books and not worry about 

tax officials and various bureaucrats 

knocking on my door. 

But a real-time Libertopia requires a 

geographical area that is small enough to 

influence but paradoxically one that has 

political sovereignty.  And when we go back 

to the reasons that people didn’t flock into 

Alpine county we see other problems.  The 

area must have jobs which already exist and 

it must have the amenities of life that most 

urban libertarians want.  In other words it 

must have a developed and thriving economy.  

Rand was writing fiction so she didn’t have 

to deal with these problems. Galt’s Gulch 

was a symbol not a real place. When Rand 

needed to solve the problem of sovereignty 

she simply had Galt invent a ray that made 

the valley invisible to outsiders. When faced 

with the need for power Galt simply invented 

a machine that grabbed power out of the air. 

We don’t have the luxury of writing a novel 

when it comes to a real world Galt’s Gulch. 

I seriously considered Costa Rica, and still 

would, but I don’t speak Spanish and I’m not 

one to learn languages easily, which would 

make it difficult to find a job.  The country is 

nice but it doesn’t have the first world 

benefits that I would want.  It’s small enough 

to influence but that influence is also muted if 

one doesn’t speak Spanish. It’s western 

enough that it would be open to libertarian 

traditions and ideas but it’s unlikely that very 

many libertarians would want to go there.  Of 

course if one is wealthy enough than these 

problems don’t exist. But most libertarians 

aren’t wealthy enough and have to grapple 

with these problems.  

So what traits would describe a possible 

Libertopia. 

1. Small enough that a tiny number of 

libertarians could  influence policy.  

2. Political sovereignty for the entire area 

— not subject to higher political 

authorities.  

3. A developed economy that would offer 

jobs and basic amenities.  

4. A western tradition, preferably English-

speaking. 

This last requirement is necessary because 

most libertarians are English-speaking. And 

the western tradition makes our task much 

easier. I’ve lived in South Africa for 10 years 

and in that time I’ve seen that I am able to 

influence the political trends.  The country is 

small enough that I can make a difference. 

I’ve done national television shows, radio 

shows, testified before parliament, etc.  My 

recent book on Zimbabwe had an 

introduction written by the leader of the 

Official Opposition in the SA parliament.  

And South Africa has political sovereignty. If 

they legalized prostitution no one is going to 

step in to stop them.  So South Africa meets 

the first two requirements. It also has a 

relatively developed economy with basic 

amenities.  The choices may not be as great 

as in the United States but they are sufficient 

to make most libertarians happy. 

But the problem is that South Africa is no 

longer a safe country. Crime is out of control 

and the government is pursuing policies that 

inevitably lead to disaster.  My western 

instincts are deeply offended when a 

rampaging mob burns an old woman because 

they think she is a witch — we have around 

300 such cases a year. Recently a provincial 

I want to see a Libertopia in my 
life-time.  

most libertarians aren’t 
wealthy enough  
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minister of education refused to go to her 

office because she said it was cursed! Taxi 

companies here compete for routes, not by 

dropping prices or improving services, but by 

murdering each other.  I’m tired of people 

who think nothing of using someone's fence 

as a public urinal or who set up camp sites in 

the middle of public parks.  My sensibilities 

are too western to endure this any longer and 

I think the same is true for many libertarians. 

Our political views and our life-styles come 

out of the Enlightenment and all the values it 

espoused.  So my point #4 is one which I 

think is necessary for a Libertopia in real-

time to exist. 

There is one more point necessary for a 

successful Libertopia: it must be accessible to 

lots of libertarians. It doesn’t do any good to 

locate a sovereign area which is inaccessible. 

If it has strict immigration laws then we can 

forget it. 

As I was ruminating over these problems it 

suddenly dawned on me that I had already 

found the right location.  In my quest to leave 

South Africa I was looking at New Zealand 

as a possibility. A job opportunity there made 

it quite likely for me to move. What I hadn’t 

thought about was how well New Zealand 

fits the criteria necessary for a successful 

Libertopia — my only concern was finding a 

decent country where I could emigrate. 

New Zealand (NZ) is a relatively small 

country in terms of population. It has just 

over 4 million residents. There are lots more 

sheep but since they don’t vote I wouldn’t 

worry about them.  If I could have some 

influence in South Africa, with 42 million 

people, then I should be able to have even 

more influence in NZ.  So it fits the size 

criteria.  NZ, unlike Colorado Springs or 

Alpine country, is a sovereign nation and this 

is a fact respected by the rest of the world. 

Even the Aussies are unlikely to send in 

troops to put down an ideological revolution.  

Lindsay Perigo, the most prominent 

libertarian in NZ, has shown that an active 

libertarian can make a difference. He has his 

own radio show and his magazine, Free 

Radical, goes out to 1,500 people. That may 

not seem like a lot but adjusted for population 

size that makes its circulation larger than 

Reason or Liberty in the United States. 

Libertarians could survive there on the 

practical level as well. The economy is well 

developed and first world in nature.  

Unemployment is low and opportunities 

abound.  It has all the first world amenities 

that most of us want.  We would have the 

choice of restaurants, theater, etc that we 

want. It has higher educational opportunities 

and decent medical care. Auckland is a major 

city with well over 1 million residents. This 

means that urban libertarians could feel right 

at home there but those of us who prefer 

seclusion have the entire rest of the country 

from which to pick. Because NZ is about the 

size of England, with a fraction of the 

population, there are lots of private, rural 

areas to live in as well.   

NZ is also a western country with basic 

Enlightenment values. The chances of a 

squatter camp in the park next to your house 

are minuscule. Those of us with western 

values will fit right in.  That just leaves one 

more requirement: how easy is it to get in to 

NZ? 

That is what has surprised me most. NZ is 

relatively welcoming to immigrants Unlike 

the US, with the INS Gestapo, New Zealand 

is encouraging immigrants. They even have a 

web s i te  to  fac i l i tate  mat ters : 

www.immigration.govt.nz. NZ works on the 

point system and at this time one needs 24 

points to immigrate.  Someone in their mid 

20s to mid 30s would get 10 points for age.  

Someone with work experience could also 

get another 10 points. And if you have a 

degree that is enough to get you in without a 

problem.  Those three together are enough to 

get in. Any two of the above plus a job offer 

is also sufficient.   Most libertarians would 

find that they qualify on points alone. 

New Zealand fits the criteria 
necessary for a successful 

Libertopia 
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If you don’t there are other ways to 

immigrate.  If you have sufficient funds you 

can come in as an entrepreneur.  If you own a 

business and want to relocate it you can go 

this route: be warned you will need to 

produce tax records to show the viability of 

your business. If you’re a raving anarchist 

who has no tax records this could be a 

problem.  But with many options the bulk of 

libertarians will find a way. 

How does current political policy fit in for 

libertarians there?  The 1996 Index of 

Economic Freedom by the Heritage 

Foundation says that NZ has a “well-founded 

free market system”.   Specifically they say 

the following about various policies: 

1. Low level of protectionism. “New 

Zealand has an average tariff rate of 3.2 

percent. In 1994, New Zealand announced 

plans to eliminate all tariffs by 2004.”  

2. The rates of income tax the index list are 

called “moderate” but these have dropped 

since the book was written. The top 

income tax rate was 33 percent and the 

average person paid 24 percent.   

Immigration consultants say that the 

average rate has dropped to 19.5% and 

the top rate is down to 28%.  There is no 

capital gains tax except for property 

development. The general sales tax is 

12.5% which is higher than many areas in 

the States but not that far off from the 

major areas like New York City or Los 

Angeles. For many libertarians in other 

countries even 12.5% is an improvement.  

3. The government consumes 13.4 percent 

of GDP versus 18 percent in the United 

States.  

4. Very low level of inflation.  

5. Low barriers to foreign investment. “New 

Zealand actively encourages direct 

foreign investment and approval is 

“routine.”  

6. Very low restrictions on banking. The 

Index says banking is “deregulated” and 

there is no “deposit insurance”.  

7. “Wages and prices in New Zealand are 

determined largely by the market. New 

Zealand enforces a relatively low 

minimum wage for most adult workers.”  

8. “Private property is a fundamental right in 

N e w  Z e a l a n d . . .  G o v e r n m e n t 

expropriation is very unlikely.”  

9. “Establishing a business in New Zealand 

is easy. Regulations are applied evenly 

and consistently.” 

Compared to the United States (according to 

the Index) New Zealand does quite well. It 

generally has lower levels of taxation and the 

banking sector is less regulated. The Index 

rates New Zealand as being more 

economically free than the United States. 

Also, unlike the US, it is relatively easy for 

immigration purposes which is something the 

Index does not take into account. It also 

scores better than Australia, Canada, most of 

Asia, South America, Africa and Europe.  In 

the 1996 Index (which is the one I own) New 

Zealand was only beaten by Hong Kong 

(which is now  under control of mainland 

China) and Singapore.  

One flaw of the Index is that it only rates 

economic freedom. Singapore has a relatively 

authoritarian political structure which does 

not have much respect for civil liberties.  If 

we take civil and economic freedom both into 

account New Zealand is already one of the 

best locations to live in the world.   

And that can improve with an influx of those 

seeking a Libertopia. There are some 

drawbacks. The health care system is still 

pretty much a welfare state. But compared to 

places like England, Canada or South Africa 

it is a relatively decent one Private options 

are, of course, available as well. But the 

drawbacks are minor compared to some of 

the problems that Americans have with an 

over-eager federal government. And for us 

poor South Africans paradise may well be an 

island off the coast of Australia.   

My neighbours who are not yet inclined to 

leave point out that New Zealand has lots of 

sheep. True, very true. But as I point out: 

Sheep don’t shoot. 
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16th Spring Seminar  
By  

Trevor 

T 
he 16th successive Libertarian 

Spring Seminar was held at Alpine 

Heath Conference Centre in the 

Northern Drakensberg from 22nd 

to 25th September 2000.  Approximately 60 

delegates attended, including 9 students from 

various universities, organised through the 

SA Liberal Students Association (SALSA). 

The students accommodation was kindly 

sponsored by the Anglo American 

Chairman’s fund. 

Great emphasis was laid on the quality of 

presentations at this year’s seminar.  Most 

presentations made use of Powerpoint slides 

projected through a high quality digital 

projector. The Libertarian Society .donated    

a floating trophy to be awarded to the best 

speaker. These steps resulted in some of the 

slickest presentations ever. 

The facilities at Alpine Heath were very 

professional, although the chalets were a 

considerable distance from the main venue. A 

popular innovation was the picnic lunches, 

held at a waterfall a half hour walk from the 

hotel. We were blessed with near perfect 

weather, so most delegates actually got to 

walk in the mountains, for a change. 

The Herringbone Folk Music band  provided 

great entertainment, singing traditional folk 

songs on Saturday night, and running a very 

energetic square dance on Sunday.  

Richard Yelland provided the following brief 

overview of the talks at the seminar: 

Zimbabwe – the death of a dream 

This was a well-researched talk by American 

writer Jim Peron (resident in SA for the last 8 

years) on the reasons for decline in 

Zimbabwe. 

The coming revolution in education 

Eustace Davie, a director of the Free Market 
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Foundation, painted a scenario for much 

greater freedom of choice, and private-sector 

involvement, in education at all levels. 

The game of life 

This talk won the hotly contested Ria 

Crafford Best Speaker trophy. Neil Emerick, 

MD of a software company, used game 

theory to show that cooperation in society 

works better than conflict. 

Prospects for growth in SA 

Jim Harris, one of our regular speakers, 

analysed various statistics including 

economic freedom indices, and concluded 

that SA’s prospects are potentially very good. 

Reports from the frontline 

We were lucky to have well-known magazine 

editor and TV personality Denis Beckett give 

a fascinating account of his recent 

experiences in Africa, which give grounds for 

much optimism about Africa’s future. 

Rhetorical speaking – how to do it 

Cornė Bester is a Masters student in the art of 

rhetorical speaking, and lecturer in 

communications. This was an entertaining 

account of the communications process and 

its pitfalls. 

Taxi-ing towards disaster 

Paul Pereira, assistant editor of Finance 

Week, outlined the proposed new legislation 

to regulate the taxi industry, and why the 

proposals lack economic sense and 

commonsense. 

A libertarian primer 

Trevor Watkins, chairman of the Libertarian 

Society, outlined some of the basic principles 

and rationale of economic freedom and civil 

liberties, which are at the heart of libertarian 

philosophy. These principles include 

individualism, rights, the rule of law, limited 

government, free markets, and peace. 

Black thinking/white thinking 

Themba Nolutshungu, a director of the Free 

Market Foundation, gave some insight as to 

what the majority of blacks in SA are 

currently thinking, which went a long way 

towards assuaging white fears. 

 Lies, anomalies and statistics 

 Garth Zietsman, a qualified psychologist and 

statistician with the Standard Bank, gave 

some insights into the uses and abuses of 

statistics. 

Other talks included two on the AIDS issue, 

and a debate on how markets (e.g. hawkers) 

can operate on public property. 

This selection of student comments sums up 

this fun event rather well: 

“This weekend has been one of the most 

intellectually stimulating weekends I have 

ever experienced…” 

“It was fascinating to see how diverse the 

topics covered were…” 

 “Lectures given were extremely varied and 

of high calibre…” 

“The delegates were extremely open and 

friendly…” 

“The event was incredibly well organized and 

highly enjoyable…” 

“The seminar was both entertaining and 

enriching, and compares favourably with 

similar events I have attended…” 

“The information and new knowledge I 

gathered was enormous, and it would do the 

country good if all the youth could be 

exposed to the truths and possibilities that are 

only available to a small elite at this stage…” 

 “I believe that I have learnt more here than 

in my high school career…” 

Videotapes of  all the talks are available from 

the Libertarian Society library, at a small 

charge. 

“The event was incredibly well 
organized and highly 

enjoyable…” 
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2000/2001  Individualist 

Subscription 
 

Subscription to The Individualist 

and membership of the Libertarian 

Society are now bundled together 

for an all-inclusive price of R50 for 

4 issues.  Subscription/membership 

fees for 2000/2001 are due from 1st 

December 2000. 

Please make cheques payable to 

The Libertarian Society and mail 

to: 

 

The Libertarian Society 

PO Box 863 

Paulshof 

2056 

South Africa 

 

Name:_______________________

_____ 

 

Address:_____________________

_______ 

 

____________________________ 

 

___________________Code_____ 

 

Phones: 

(cell)       

__________________________ 

  

(w)

____________________________ 

 

(h)

____________________________ 

 

(fax)

___________________________ 

 

(email) 

________________________ 

 

Bozman Enterprises was founded in 1998. 

The organisation undertakes consulting work 

in the Information Technology area, special-

ising in software project management,  data 

modelling, and software system design and 

development. 

Other services include: 

• Software project size estimation  

• Turnkey Microsoft Access database 

software  development    

• Creative thinking seminars 

Extensive use is made of two proprietary 

products during software project planning 

and implementation: the Bozman Software      

Development Methodology and the Boz-

man Project Tracking System. Both prod-

ucts were developed, tested and enhanced on 

numerous live projects. 

Trevor Watkins, the founder and owner of 

Bozman Enterprises, has acted as project 

manager or  consultant to numerous blue chip 

South African companies, including the Pro-

fessional Provident Society, Johannesburg 

Fresh Produce Market, BMW, Wastetech, 

Liberty Life, Chamber of Mines, Avis, De-

partment of Housing,  and many others.   

For further information, please contact 

Trevor Watkins on (011) 957 2669 or 083 44 

11 721. 

 The Potto is a small, arboreal, African primate. The 

Bozman’s Potto is a particularly hairy member of the 

species. 
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T 
he tribal wisdom of the 

Dakota Indians,passed on 

f r o m  o n e  g e n e r a t i o n 

to the next, says that when 

you discover that you are riding a dead 

horse, the best strategy is to dismount. 

However, in government, because of the 

heavy investment factors and political 

r ea l i t i es ,  o ther  s t r a t egi es  a re 

implemented, including: 

1.Buying a stronger whip. 

2.Changing riders. 

3 .Threat en ing  the  ho rse  wi th 

termination. 

4.Appointing a committee to study the horse. 

5.Arranging to visit other sites to see 

how they ride dead horses. 

6.Lowering the standards so that dead 

horses can be included. 

7.Reclassifying the dead horse as "living

-impaired." 

8.Hiring outside contractors to ride the 

dead horse. 

9.Harnessing several dead horses 

together to increase speed. 

10.Providing additional funding to 

increase the dead horse's performance. 

11.Doing a productivity study to see if 

lighter riders would improve the dead 

horse's performance. 

12.Declaring that the dead horse carries 

lower overheads and therefore performs 

better than some other horses. 

13.Rewriting the expected performance 

requirements for all horses. 

14.Promoting the dead horse to a 

supervisory position. 

15.Further centralising control over 

dead horses. 

T 
he Washington Post challenged 

word lovers recently. They were 

asked to supply possible alternate 

meanings for various words.  

The following were some of the winning 

entries 

1. Abdicate - v., to give up all hope of ever 

having a flat stomach. 

2. Balderdash - n., a rapidly receding hairline. 

3. Bustard - n., a very rude school bus driver. 

4. Carcinoma - n., a valley in California, 

noted for its heavy smog 

5. Circumvent - n., the opening in the front of 

boxer shorts 

6. Coffee - n., a person who is coughed upon. 

7. Esplanade - v., to attempt an explanation 

while drunk 

8. Flabbergasted - adj., appalled over how 

much weight you have gained. 

9. Flatulence - n., the emergency vehicle that 

picks you up after you are run over by a 

steamroller. 

10. Gargoyle - n., an olive-flavored 

mouthwash. 

11. Lymph - v., to walk with a lisp. 

12. Marionettes - n., residents of Washington, 

DC who have been jerked around by the 

former mayor. 

13. Negligent - adj., a kindly man in ladies 

sleepwear. 

14. Oyster - n., a person who sprinkles his 

conversation with Yiddish expressions. 

15. Rectitude - n., the formal, dignified 

demeanor assumed by a proctologist 

immediately before he examines you. 

16. Testicle - n., a humorous question on an 

exam. 

17. Laughing stock - n., cattle with a sense of 

humor. 

18. Thief - n., free lance tax collector. 
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Amagi Ranch PicnicAmagi Ranch PicnicAmagi Ranch PicnicAmagi Ranch Picnic    
SaturSaturSaturSaturdaydaydayday    

18th November18th November18th November18th November    
All welcomeAll welcomeAll welcomeAll welcome    

Bring your own food and Bring your own food and Bring your own food and Bring your own food and 
drinkdrinkdrinkdrink    

Talk, tennis, tan, swimTalk, tennis, tan, swimTalk, tennis, tan, swimTalk, tennis, tan, swim    
from 11am onwardsfrom 11am onwardsfrom 11am onwardsfrom 11am onwards    

 
Contact Trevor Watkins on 957 2669 
for more details. 
 
Directions: 
 
Take the Randburg/Lanseria offramp 
from the Western Bypass (concrete 
highway). Take the R512 (Lanseria 
road, extension of Hans Strydom) 
past Ferreiras's North Riding Branch. 
About 10km on, take slip road to left 
at the Lion Park cafe 4 way stop. 
Take the 2nd dirt road to the left at 
Early Bird Chicken farm, named Glory 
Road. Amagi Ranch is on the right, at 
the curved stone wall, 2.6 km up the 
dirt road, just beyond "the little 
restaurant" (which is well signposted). 

Libertarian  

Happy Hour 

All Welcome 

1st Wednesday each 

month 

6.00 pm  

Chambery Hotel 

363 Main Road 

Ferndale, Randburg 

Books may be borrowed from the 

Libertarian Library collection, subject to the 

following arrangements: 

1. A deposit in the form of a cheque for 

R200  payable to Libertarian Society 

must secure each item loaned. The 

cheque will not be cashed if the item 

is returned in good condition within 6 

months. 

2. A fee of R10 per item will be charged 

for each item borrowed. Non-members 

will pay R15. The fee excludes 

postage. 

Contact Trevor Watkins on (011) 957 2669 

for further details, or to borrow an item. 

Libertarian 

Library 
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An Introduction  
to the  

History, Concepts and Consequences  
of this  

Ancient yet Radical philosophy 

Concepts of individual liberty and sovereignty date back to the early Chinese and Greek 

civilisations.  The libertarian philosophy was the fundamental ingredient in the American 

Constitution, but has been terribly undermined by the intellectual mistakes and human 

massacres of the Twentieth Century. 

Libertarianism is the only sensible philosophy for Mankind in the Twenty First century.   

This multimedia presentation by Trevor Watkins will answer your questions about the exact 

nature of Libertarianism, its concepts and their practical applications.  Plenty of time will be 

allowed for questions and further discussion from attendees. 

Rivonia Sports Club       Achter Road, Paulshof, 

7 for 7.30pm 

Wednesday, 21st February 2001 
A light dinner will be served. 

R60 for Libsoc members, R70 non-members, payable in advance 
Confirm attendance by calling Trevor Watkins on 957-2669 or 083 44 11 721 or by email or 

fax. 

Payment may be made by cheque to: Libertarian Society, PO Box 863, Paulshof, 2056 

Or by direct bank deposit to:  

Libertarian Society, Nedbank 4 Ways Branch 168405, Account  2684 030 308, ref “Your 

name” 

Directions to Rivonia Sports Club 

Take the Rivonia Road offramp from the M1 Western Bypass. Go northwards down Rivonia 

Road for about 50 metres, to the intersection with Witkoppen Road. Take the slip road to the 

left, into Witkoppen Road. After about  200 metres, take the  first right   into Achter Road, at 

the Dimension Data sign.  The sports club is at the bottom of Achter Road on the right. 


